Guidelines for microtainer labeling

- The proper application of the barcode label to the specimen container helps to prevent resulting delays.
- Labels applied with wrinkles, upside down, diagonal, on the caps, or sideways must be removed by lab personnel, reprinted, and reapplied. This delays testing and result availability.
- Please apply the barcode label to the microtainer as shown below

- Each microtainer must have its own label

- Follow these steps to print an additional barcode label for those times when only one label printed but you will collect more than one microtainer.
  - You select the CMP and Mg and tap Accession
- The **two** tests are rolled up into **one** container because the volumes built into the system are Adult volumes in standard containers.

- When you tap **Labels**, one label prints. You know you need two labels for two microtainers:
  - Tap on **Action**
  - Select **Print Individual Labels**
  - Check the box for the label you want to print and tap **Print**

- Now, you have two identical labels, one for each microtainer.

- It’s important to note that **one** label must be scanned to electronically mark the specimen as collected.